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     The original promise of a social

internet went something like this: 
through new platforms of the digital age, 
we’ll become more connected, happier, 
better informed and more understanding 
of others [1].



     In the early days, it was beautiful. With 
new long range communications and the 
world wide web, finding like-minded 
communities and socializing changed for 
good— and primarily for the better. 
Classic examples include email, early 
blogging, forums, and AOL Instant 
Messenger (AIM) [2].



     Then the “social media” companies

arrived. At first, they were exciting and
efficient, changing the way we connected 
to each other (ex. college campuses 
with Facebook in 2004). But now over a 
decade in, a major problem is becoming 
clear: too often, social media isn’t social!



     We are spending vast amounts of

time immersed in screens in ways that 
are making our personal and collective 
lives less social, healthy & happy [3, 4, 5]. 

Benign Intentions, Now Lost At Sea

     As a key inflection point, the iPhone 
was released in 2007.



     Whereas personal computers, cell 
phones, texting, and the internet had
already changed the world by the turn 
of the century, we now became online 
at all times. 



     With the rise of smartphones and 
mobile applications, we entered into a 
new epoch of hyperconnectivity [6]. 
What emerged in this next generation 
of the social internet was a 24/7 online 
lifestyle, and a blossoming digital
media universe centerfold in our 
society.



     To be pithy: Social 1.0 sought to 
make platforms the social reality– and 
in large part, they have.

     So what happened? While it is a
complex story– with pros, cons, and 
billions of anecdotes– this new reality 
(Social 1.0) has transformed our lives in 
foundational ways.

The Birth of Mobile: A New Epoch
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hi, Social?



     Let’s consider the dominant model 
of today’s social media (1.0): A primary 
goal is to maximize user screen time; in 
other words, to capture your attention. 
Social 1.0 maximizes user engagement 
and company-focused metrics (likes, 
clicks, comments, posts, etc.), collects 
large amounts of (relevant) user data, 
and seeks to keep you interacting 
digitally [3, 4, 5, 7, 8].



     To do so, platforms make design 
decisions [9] and use algorithms to 
optimize the items above. In 
accomplishing these objectives, 
platforms have shown a concerning 
willingness to deliberately manipulate 


The Standard Model of Social 1.0 our behaviors and emotions [4, 5, 10].    



     They have been quite effective. As 
of Q1 of 2021, mobile usage data 
found that Americans are spending 
over 4 hours per day on mobile apps 
(primarily social networks), up 25% 
since 2019 [11]. This equates to over 
60 days of screen time on mobile apps 
per year! This upward trend existed 
long before the pandemic, and there 
are 0 signs of these levels diminishing.



     In today’s standard model of social 
media users, their time, and their data 
are often the true product. Our apps 
have increasingly become 
destinations, akin to slot machines, 
with big social media companies as 
well managed casinos [4, 5, 7, 8].  
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Source: https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/q1-2021-market-index 
(Android Useage Data)

Average Daily Hours Spent in Apps



     While we’ve all experienced rabbit 
holes of “mindless scrolling” [12], usage 
reports suggest our behavior is not just 
absent-minded, but a strange 
combination of sporadic yet 
predictable. We check our 
smartphones 58 times/day on average, 
with 70% of sessions less than 2 
minutes in total and 50% of sessions 
starting within 3 minutes of the 
previous one [13].



     In the present paradigm too many 
users are becoming Skinner’s digital 
manifestation: dopaminergic agents 
habituated to the “rewards” of an 
artificial and algorithmic construct. 
Given the scale of these platforms, one 
could argue society is running on a 
universal wheel with feed that is 
making us increasingly unhealthy and 
unhappy [2, 3, 4, 5].



     Despite these well documented 
concerns [14, 15], social media (1.0) is 
omnipresent across morning, noon and 
night-- with all ages & demographics-- 
and is a major basis in sensemaking.
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A New Hope: Reimagining Social

connected system, yet have less and 

less shared and veridical social 
experience. Whereas online 
conversations and curated digital 
identities abound, essential in-person, 
peer-to-peer (p2p) human 
interactions have waned [16, 17].



     With this contextual backdrop, the 
authors set out to explore and remedy 
this status quo.



     We wondered if there was a 
different way to harness the benefits 
of connectivity and the power of 
mobile, to create a new kind of social 
application? Can we solve the 
connectivity paradox: whereas 
increased connectivity (mobile) 
decreased in-person interactions, can 
we use it to increase them? Can we 
make real life more social through a 
new model?







     Today, 10 people can be in a room 
each existing in their own reality (a 
filter bubble or pocket universe). They 
all exist as part of a globally

A New Kind of Social: Ideas for 2.0    



     In pursuit of this hope, we developed 
a basic framework to juxtapose certain 
platform principles and design choices

of yesterday (Social 1.0) vs. tomorrow 
(Social 2.0). In summarizing the 
guiding philosophy of this framework: 
whereas Social 1.0 sought to create 
digital reality, Social 2.0 seeks to 
enhance real life by making it more 
social.



    (1)  On Screen Time: Social 1.0 
sought to maximize screen time and to 
exist as a basis of reality. Instead of 
maximizing screen time, Social 2.0 
should minimize it: allowing you to look 
up, live life, and have fun to the fullest. 
In the next era of the social internet, we 
should augment and enhance real life 
by designing background applications 
that minimize screen time to necessity 
(app-less apps). Modern technologies 
have empowered wonderful 
communications otherwise impossible 
and now indispensabile (ex. FaceTime, 
Zoom, Twitter, YouTube). We are not 
arguing against screens of today or 
tomorrow outright (ex. the emergence 
of compelling Virtual Reality and 
Augmented Reality experiences), but 
find it worrisome when one’s digital 
representation becomes a more 
significant expression than one’s 
authentic organic self. Our belief is that 
enhanced immersion and application 
with the real world-- as the primary 
backbone of (social) reality-- is more 
optimal and sustainable at-scale for 
individuals and collectively.



     (2)  Local vs. Global: Social 1.0 is 
commonly plagued with bad non-local 
interactions (global). This can be 
emboldened by a distance between 
users and (artificial) digital identities, 
resulting in dehumanizing abstraction. 
Instead, we imagine a new kind of social

system which prioritizes and enables 
authentic in-person interactions 
(local). We believe that real-world 
communities and in-network 
ecosystems have greater incentives 
for positivity-- and that communities 
and campuses can become more 
immersive, inclusive, and social. For 
optimal experience, safety and trust, 
networks that also incorporate real 
world verification sources can be 
useful in many instances (ex. private 
networks joined via .edu email).



     (3)  Data in Interaction: Data not 
collected is private (0-party or 
data-0). And data shared can be 
valuable. In Social 1.0, a centralized 
and “platform-centric” model 
dominates where users give up their 
data maximally: often unnecessarily, 
not knowing what kinds, when it’s 
happening, how it’s used, and where it 
goes [7, 8, 18, 19]. While the user 
generates data on various platforms, 
they don't get the full benefits of this 
data. One can imagine a future where 
platforms instead store 0 or less long-
term session or user data, and users 
each have a personal data store (PDS) 
which harnesses data, by choice [20, 
21]. Because information is a non-
rivalrous good, the power of data can 
be unlocked for the user [22, 23, 24], 
even where it is also shared knowingly 
and willingly with a platform.
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We believe in a future age of “data 
accountability”, with affirmative rather 
than passive responsibility, where users 
are unambiguously made aware of  
whether their data is stored explicitly, 
anonymized, or aggregated. To 
facilitate this “user-centric” future of 
internet, the authors have long 
proposed a framework with simplified 
and standardized terms of service [25, 
26], and a democratization of full 
access [8]. There are benefits to 
centralization [27], decentralization (ex. 
crypto Web3), hybrid models, and 
quantum information [28] for different 
contexts like application vs. privacy 
[21]-- but with any of them-- “user-
centrism”, principally including consent 
& control, must be prioritized. 



     (4)  New Metrics: Social 1.0 is 
largely measured by eyeballs, likes, 
clicks and comments. That’s because it 
was about platform engagement 
towards maximizing screen time, 
advertising effectiveness, and 
purchasing behavior-- rather than 
individual or societal utility 
optimization. With the next adaptation 
in social we believe new metrics are 
important [29]: how many real in-
person interactions are facilitated? 
How many fun spontaneous moments 
are enabled? How many meaningful 
new relationships are created-- whether 
they be friends, dating, academic or

business? How many communities are 
enhanced? And because your space, 
time and degrees of freedom are

precious [30], how many unnecessary 
hours on screens can be saved?



    (5)  Shared Space: The benefits of 
mutual connectivity and co-presence 
can be achieved in many ways for 
different applications. In prioritizing 
local in-person interactions (2.0) vs. 
global communications (1.0), consider 
the important difference between a 
mutual environment (i.e. multiple 
people sharing 1 space) vs. 
mutualizing environments (multiple 
people in different environments 
being brought into sync). Mind-
bending new technology will blossom 
over the long future, with examples 
running from “Ready Player One” to 
“Body to Body” connectivity (ex. 
where a person’s inner thoughts and 
feelings can be shared and 
synchronized with, so as to connect in 
a new way). Notwithstanding these 
sensational prospects, we still contend 
that co-location and proximity 
enhances the fidelity of an 
experience. When considering people 
smelling roses together in the future-- 
rather than high resolution digital 
roses-- when available, we prefer a 
future of sharing more moments 
together in a rose garden [31]. 
Towards making this goal a reality,
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and in relativizing tomorrow's 
platforms to better augment the social 
life of the individuals using them, we 
envision a world where a user’s 1st 
party data--ex. the places you go and 

the people you intersect-- is given 
(exclusive) priority in powering 
application (rather than users 
abstractly existing within and being 
served a 3rd party algorithmic soup).
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A New Kind of Social: 1.0 vs. 2.0

Social 1.0 (Today) Social 2.0 (Tomorrow)

 Slogan: Make Social Media Realit

 Strategy: MAX Screen Tim

 Interactions: Global (Online

 With: Digital Representation

 Metrics: Engagement (Eyes, Clicks, 

Followers

 Data: Limited Agency & MA

 Privacy: MIN (Platform-centrism)

 Slogan: Make Real Life More Socia

 Strategy: MIN Screen Tim

 Interactions: Local (In Real Life

 With: Real Physical Peopl

 Metrics: Magical In-Person 

Experience

 Data: Full Agency & MI

 Privacy: MAX (User-centrism)



     Social norms and tendencies for in-
person interactions have changed in 
recent times, particularly in the 
challenging era of Covid-19. 
Paradoxically, we have never been more 
connected, yet increasingly are or feel 
more alone.



     We believe this fundamental 
problem must and can be solved.



     With something privacy-preserving 
seamlessly running in the background, 
we imagine the ability to digitally 
nudge and connect nearby individuals 
mutually interested in meeting in real 
life (IRL).



     To successfully build vibrant 
communities, we prefer a membership 
model and private networks with 
validated users: something safe, secure, 
and exciting. Minimized screen time, no 
ads, and 0 location data tracking-- 
where you only get notified when there 
is a new experience available.



     We dream of producing 
serendipitous moments that make your 
day and change your life, and believe 
this is the next evolution in social 
interaction.
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A Better Model (Proposed Solution) Fortes Fortuna Adiuvat!

     We’ve learned tough but valuable 
lessons from the recent history of 
social media.  But, tomorrow is ours to 
build and to enjoy. Technology can 
better serve, not dominate; and a 
futurist can enjoy a pint with a Luddite.



     The internet is not done evolving, 
and neither is the way we use our 
technology to power electrifying and 
meaningful social experiences.



     In terms of testing these 
hypotheses, the authors have designed 
a new system and are excited to roll 
out an initial application in 2022.



     We hope to demonstrate a viable 
new model for enhancing real life social 
experiences, and driving meaningful 
interactions. 



     Upon our results, we shall update 
this lite-paper to share our findings.



     Until then.
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